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(1145), e, g., *OT ^rfef tfui^Ktir, and in No. 2 (1202) ; and displaces the
termination in No. 5 (1274). It becomes i^TT?, <TO3f, in No. 8 (1394), e. g.,
^'OTS; and ftOTi" and ^rr in Kahnculafoprabandha (1456). Both these latter forms
have come down to Mod. Guj. Another preposition used for the purpose is
derived from Skt. iffi. It becomes 3HC in Ap. ; ^^ in No. 8 (1394) ; survi-
ves as %^T in Bhalaiia (c. 1450) and as %d in MaravadI ; and is still used
In poetry and in some adjectives in Mod. Guj. e. g., ^t^f, ^$. It is found
in Bengali SRTK.
II.	No. 6 (1280) shows that the change referred to in para U p. 86 had
come to stay e. g., *TR^ for T^R Ap. and l^frT Skt. stfT for sfcq1 Ap.
 III.	No. 6 (1280) has TOR for ^T^H Ap., and 3M1%^n% Skt, The same
work uses 3F=®$ as in Apa. for srf% Skt,; but it becomes &% in No. 7 (1355).
 IV.	^TT Ap. is replaced by ^/T Skt. ; similarly,   WT by *^, *p%f
by 5R^TfW
 V.	Bhalana ( c. 1450 ) and Padmanabha in ( c. 1456 ) first use S5S as
auxiliary.
VI.	(a) About 1650 the final «R or ^ became ^, the final $F3 or S
became ^ v$% became &; ^^ Old Guj. became sff^
 (b)	The penultimate f or ^ became 3T; ef^Tf turned to 3?gff[, 5^ to
3&l. This change was effected about 1700.
 (c)	About 1700, H when preceding ?, ^, *T became ^ e. g., W^-^fi^;
and 3» became 55 e. g., 5T^5-TS|[.   In South Gujarata the change has not
been effectively introduced even now.
 (d)	The passive ^R became 3TR e.g., ^fas, Old Guj., was replaced by
(e) Between 1450 and 1650 various other changes came into existence
by which
(i) The syntatical concord was changed to fit into a later idiom, e. g,
the concord in the passive voice of verbs in the past tense as in Skt. was
used by Bhalana and Premananda, but, later, this is altered and the
object is put in as in dative with %• f^g" Tf^f tft% ^fl^ j (Bhalana) would be
now ^ sqrvf" *Ff f^3t T^f. 3$ P^f g v{% £{o£t (Premananda) would be ^R|
(ii) An idea conveyed by an earlier grammatical form was altered in its
later form, e. g., the sense of the passive future third person singular
form is altered to the active future first person singular- ^rf^qfcT ' Skt.
qtff^ Old. Guj. (It will be told) is changed to ^5f- (I will tell).
For a detailed philological discussion Me the Wilson Philological Lec«
tnr^sby Natsinhrao Divatia, entitled Gujarati Language and Literature, Vol. II,

